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1 Introduction 23
Our work is concerned with chronographics—the visualisation of chronology, 24
especially that of history. The approach is human-centric in two respects. We 25
have undertaken extensive user-testing, comprising 12 experiments involving a 26
cumulative total of 512 participants, the results of which are summarised and 27
discussed in this chapter. While many chronographic visualisations have been 28
created in recent years, none has been evaluated experimentally until now. Our 29
investigation focuses in particular on questions of memorability. The second human- 30
centric aspect of the work is that the user is literally placed at the centre of our 31
visualisations using virtual environment (VE) technologies, positioned so as to take 32
egocentric views on time past, to undertake personal explorations of ‘history-space’ 33
looking through time and, in our most recent work, looking ‘across’ time too, rather 34
as though exploring a landscape. We hoped that the use of such an embedded, 35
spatialised user view would produce particular benefits. 36
Although our application was the learning of history and especially the recall of 37
chronology, our findings have broad relevance. We report on surprising differences 38
in the effectiveness of VE visualisations for different age groups, on some effects 39
of multimedia and other components which are not strictly functional in expressing 40
chronological information, and in our most recent work, suggestions that exploita- 41
tion of two dimensional ‘landscapes’ of information are more effect than those that 42
are effectively linear. 43
1.1 Chronographic Visualisation: The Timeline 44
In what follows we use the word timeline frequently, denoting a graphic layout 45
where time is mapped to a surface or space. The word first appears in its modern 46
sense in William James’ Principles of Psychology of 1890 [1], in relation to 47
recording experimental data against time. More than a century earlier there had 48
been a shift from typographic, tabular layouts of historical events to truly graphical 49
time-maps inspired by the ideas of Descartes and Newton [2]. For centuries prior 50
to that, historical events had only been organised into lists and tables. In the mid- 51
eighteenth century, French and then English pioneers began instead to map events 52
in a linear, graphical way. One example was a printed paper chart 16.5 m (54 ft) 53
long, attempting to encompass all history since the biblical Creation. The idea of 54
situating the user within a dynamic representation of historical time was already 55
claimed as a benefit: the timeline was described by its author Barbeu-Dubourg as ‘a 56
moving, living tableau, through which pass in review all the ages of the world [ : : : ] 57
where the rise and fall of Empires are acted out in visible form’ [3], and in fact 58
this particular example was available in a ‘machine’ where time could be scrolled 59
back and forth by turning handles [4], a surprising anticipation of modern digital 60
approaches to navigating history. 61
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Many of the early aspirations for chronographic visualisations are still with us 62
now. A recurrent theme was memorability, the focus of the present chapter. Le Sage, 63
for example, asked, ‘Why is it that an object in geography communicates an idea 64
that is so precise and so specific, and leaves such lasting traces, while a moment 65
in history, by contrast, sinks into nothingness, leaving behind nothing but fleeting 66
impressions? [ : : : ]: simply that the knowledge of geography is engraved in our mind 67
by images, while that of history is only arrived at by words.’ [5] (original emphasis). 68
These alleged advantages of visualisation were of course based on intuition and 69
assumptions, not experimental evidence. There was no way to judge whether one 70
visualisation was more successful for the user than another. 71
Currently digital timelines proliferate, especially on the Web. Often the term 72
is used just to mean a time-ordered list, but many truly graphical examples also 73
exist, plotting time horizontally, vertically or in virtual depth. Sometimes events 74
are attached to a single line, as in most of our examples discussed below, or 75
to multiple lines or a time ‘surface’. Different degrees of interactivity are made 76
available, above all scrolling and zooming and related forms of navigation. But again 77
any form of user-centric evaluation is noticeable by its absence. 78
1.2 A Problem and a Possible Solution: Adopting 79
VE Technologies 80
We originally set out to address a problem in the learning of history, particularly 81
within school education. An important aspect of historical knowledge is the frame- 82
work of events: both sequence in time, and synchronism of contemporaneous events, 83
perhaps in different fields. History only ‘makes sense’ when events can be fitted 84
into a framework of this kind. Yet historical time and sequences of historical events 85
are difficult concepts for children to acquire and comprehend. In schools, children 86
usually learn about such abstract concepts by relying on semantic information most 87
often provided on printed worksheets. To learn dates of events, for example, children 88
have no option but to memorize them laboriously, which imparts little understanding 89
of meaningful historical relations. Responding to a questionnaire conducted by the 90
present authors, history teachers reported having used timelines to make history 91
‘less kaleidoscopical and more coherent’ [6]. The timeline is the most popular 92
classroom tool to assist children in understanding chronology [7–9]. 93
We wanted to know whether locating the user within such a visualisation, 94
using Virtual Environment (VE) technologies to construct a three-dimension time- 95
space which the user could navigate, would make a difference in particular to 96
the memorability of the information it contained. No timeline visualisations have 97
previously been subjected to this kind of research. Our findings do not offer an 98
unequivocal answer, but our most recent experiments suggest the most promising 99
routes to follow. 100
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It is important to note that VE technologies have been extensively applied to 101
history, but generally with the aim of recreating historical sites and artefacts. Our 102
work instead visualises historical time itself, positioning visual markers such as 103
paintings, photographs or objects representing events in a three-dimensional space, 104
of which one dimension represents time. One of the most striking uses of VE 105
technologies for a three-dimensional timeline is Kullberg’s 1995 M.Sc. project 106
representing the history of photography [10]. The user could navigate among 107
photographs attached to lines representing the lives of individual photographers, 108
travelling in different directions, and had a choice of either obtaining further 109
information about a selected photograph (by clicking on a relevant icon) or 110
moving on in time to further items. It offered an overview of the environment 111
(from an elevated virtual viewpoint) making it potentially easier for the user 112
to establish spatial relationships—to establish an effective cognitive ‘map’ [11] 113
amongst places/images—that may subsequently improve recall of the information. 114
However, Kullberg’s project included no user-evaluation. 115
1.3 The Rationale for Using Virtual Environments 116
One might expect that VE presentations of historical data would have all the 117
standard benefits of visualisation when compared with memorising lists of names 118
and dates. In addition, by situating the user in a time-space we hoped to harness 119
spatial memory rather than semantic memory, in particular since spatial memory 120
is not obviously limited in terms of capacity [12]. Although participants could 121
in principle remember a simple verbal nine-item list, it was hoped that spatial 122
memory would be employed preferentially. In previous studies, for example in 123
which participants experienced rows of shops in a VE, they quickly acquired a good 124
spatial memory for the layout of the shopping mall and for positions of individual 125
shops [13, 14]. After a short period exploring a VE, a participant can make spatial 126
judgments that could only be made using a cognitive “map”, such as pointing in 127
the direction of currently-not-visible landmarks [15, 16]. Ours is the most recent 128
incarnation of a long tradition of using physical spaces as mnemonic aids, often 129
referred to as the ‘Theatre of Memory’, for example in Yates’s seminal study The 130
Art of Memory [17]. 131
2 Overview of the Series of Experiments 132
In all, twelve experiments took place. We do not describe each experiment in 133
detail but rather focus on illustrative examples and on the accumulated findings 134
and discussion. The reader is referred to our other publications for more detailed 135
accounts [12, 18–20]. The purpose here is to give sufficient information to indicate 136
the general nature of the investigation, the characteristics of the different participant 137
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groups, and to indicate some firm and some more tentative findings relevant to 138
user-centric visualisation. The aggregated findings on gender effects over all the 139
experiments were inconclusive, so this aspect is omitted. 140
In our studies, except where otherwise noted, nine historical events were 141
presented as images in a chronological sequence in three conditions, each condition 142
experienced by independent experimental groups. 143
In many of the experiments described below, two screen-based conditions were 144
evaluated. One was a VE visualisation, in which the user navigated a simple 3D 145
space, so that it seems as though the user travelled in both space and historical 146
time. The other used PowerPoint to sequence a series of images and associated 147
text. In the VE condition, we did not take advantage of the immersive effects 148
of head-mounted displays and stereoscopic vision, principally because our target 149
users were mainly school-children for whom such facilities would currently remain 150
inaccessible. Our use of VE technologies was therefore limited to the construction 151
and delivery of time-spaces which were subsequently displayed and navigated on 152
conventional computer displays. 153
In the simplest format used for most experiments, pictures or virtual objects 154
representing events were positioned along a line in the virtual space, with successive 155
images appearing alternately on the left or right of the axial line representing time. 156
The user navigated along this timeline sagittally, that is orthogonally to the surface 157
of the screen (for a discussion of the use of the three cardinal dimensions for time, 158
see [21]). Clearly in the case of both screen conditions, the image is in reality two 159
dimensional; however the design of the VE condition using perspectival cues and 160
movement creates an impression that the user moves through a time-space rather 161
than simply seeing a sequence of images. 162
In the case of classroom studies, efforts were made with the help of teachers to 163
ensure that the comparison groups were equally capable in terms of their previous 164
classroom performance in history lessons, as reflected in standard classroom 165
assessments. 166
Some aspects of the experiments were modified in the light of experience. 167
Early experiments simply exposed participants to the timeline material. As this 168
produced generally poor results, an element of challenge was introduced into the 169
exploration. These changes are described in more detail below. Other differences 170
between experiments occurred through adaptation to local circumstances in the 171
United Kingdom and in the Ukraine. 172
The size of the groups used in the experiments ranges from 10 to 20 participants 173
per condition. From a practical point of view, conducting experiments using VEs 174
in schools, it is difficult to access larger populations. The size of the groups was 175
equivalent to those in previous studies of spatial learning conducted using VEs [13, 176
22–24]. 177
Virtools Dev 3.0 educational version software (www.virtools.com) was used to 178
create the virtual fly-throughs as a Virtools Player File. This was run in the Virtools 179
Player in a standard browser on desktop computers with graphics cards sufficient to 180
deliver smooth full-screen animation and, where necessary, synchronised audio. 181
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Participating schools and teachers were told that the purpose of the research was 182
to attempt to discover means to assist history teaching and learning, so that some 183
benefits might accrue to the school (and other schools) in the medium term. After 184
completion of the studies, children were presented with a simplified version of the 185
results, and teachers were also debriefed. Staff were told their assistance would be 186
acknowledged in any publications. No other incentives were offered. Consent forms 187
were signed and returned by parents in conformity with ethical requirements. With 188
regard to the studies conducted in schools in Ukraine, two separate ethical approvals 189
were obtained: from Middlesex University and from local education authorities in 190
Ukraine. 191
2.1 Scoring Methods for Experiments 192
In all 12 experiments, a score was allocated to the degree of error per item in each 193
participant’s performance when attempting to place items in the correct sequence, 194
and to the number of correct answers in allocating the items to sequenced slots. 195
A number of other measures were used depending on the focus of each experiment. 196
These are summarised in Table 1. 197
1. REM score (i.e., “REMOVED” score—how far a picture was placed from its 198
correct position in the sequence; see [12]). For instance, for a particular picture 199
that ought to be placed in position 3, but was placed in position 6, the REM 200
score would be 6  3 D 3. Correspondingly, a correctly placed picture would 201
obtain a score of 0. Each list constructed by a child was given an overall REM 202
score by totalling the REM scores for each of the nine items in the list. This 203
measure was used in all experiments. 204
2. REM1 the same score as REM, but analysed after a delay period (variously 2–6 205
weeks). This measure was used in Experiments three, four, six, seven, eight and 206
nine. 207
3. REM2 was calculated by subtracting from the total Removed Score, the score 208
that was ascribed to the highest-scoring picture. In a nutshell, the difference 209
between REM and REM2 lies in the fact that the former indicates overall 210
accuracy of ordering the pictures, whereas the latter avoids very high scores 211
due to the very bad placement of a single item, despite the overall sequences 212
of the nine pictures being generally well remembered (perhaps all otherwise 213
correctly remembered). This measure was used in Experiments two, three. 214
4. Correct Order measurement (Corr) indicated how many of the nine pictures 215
were placed correctly in their true list positions in the initial testing phase; 216
participants were given nine slots on a page, as successive dotted lines and 217
labelled 1–9; they therefore placed as many items as possible in the correct 218
numbered slot. This measure was used in all experiments. 219
5. Correct Order 1 (Corr1), the same as Correct order but measured after delays. 220
This measure was used in Experiments six, seven, eight, nine. 221
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Table 1 Summary of the measures applied in each experiment. See text for an explanation of
the abbreviations. The accumulated N for all experiments is 512. Experiments reported in detail
elsewhere are indicated in the right-hand column (F07: [12]; K12a: [18]; K12b: [19])
t1.1
Exp REM REM1 REM2 Corr Corr1 SPE Qs Tries TotErr Location Ages N Pub’d
1 • • UK U/grad 45
Environment complexity and ‘decoration’ has no effect on recall for undergraduate students
2 • • • • • UK 18-22 39 F07:1
VE visualisation enhanced recall compared with two paper-based conditions for undergraduate students
3 • • • • • • UK 11-14 62 F07:2
VE produced no benefits in recall compared with paper-based or PowerPoint conditions for middle-school children
4 • • • UK 7-9 72 F07:3
VE impeded recall for primary school children; multimedia effects seemed counter-productive
5 • • • • UK 18-27 36
VE with integrated challenge enhanced recall compared with paper-based and PowerPoint conditions for u-grad students
6 • • • • • • • UK 8 52 K12a:1
VE produced no benefits in recall compared with paper-based or PowerPoint conditions for primary school children
7 • • • • • • • UK 8-9 45 K12a:2
8 • • • • • • Ukraine 7-8 30 K12a:3
VE enhanced recall (but not long-term) compared with paper-based or PowerPoint conditions for primary school
children, as Exp7, in an alternative context. 
9 • • • • • • Ukraine mean 
12
30
VE produced no benefits in recall compared with paper-based or PowerPoint conditions for middle-school children, as Exp3
10 • • • • UK Middle 
School 
49
VE did not benefit recall compared with paper-based or PowerPoint conditions for middle-schoolchildren,
despite the use of perhaps more engaging material
11 • • • • UK mean 
25
25
The addition of music synchronised to events located in the VE seemed to be counterproductive
12 • • • • U/grad 27 K12b:1
The use of three parallel timelines to create a VE ‘landscape’ benefitted recall in undergraduate students
VE enhanced recall compared with paper-based or PowerPoint conditions for primary school children, given more
extensive exposure to the material
t1.2
6. SPE: serial position effects. It was of interest to know whether, after experienc- 222
ing a series of locations laid out in a sequence in space, information would be 223
remembered best (or selectively lost) at the start (primacy) or middle, or end 224
(recency) of the list. The number of items correctly remembered and placed in 225
list positions 1–3, 4–6 and 7–9 was therefore recorded. This measure was used 226
in Experiments two, three, five, six and seven. 227
7. Qs: Use of a set of questions in the form “Did X come before Y?” Not all 228
studies were designed to explore this variable. Used in Experiments two, three 229
and five. 230
Measures eight and nine were used when challenge was introduced into the 231
protocol, as described below (Experiment five onwards): 232
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8. Tries: The number of passes through the experiment that participants required 233
to meet the researcher’s criterion of two successive passes without error in the 234
training phase. This measure was used in Experiments six, seven, eight, nine, 235
ten, eleven and twelve. 236
9. TotErr: A total error score, i.e., how many errors were made throughout all 237
passes prior to reaching criterion in the training phase. This measure was used 238
in Experiments six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven and twelve. 239
10. In Experiment twelve, where multiple timelines were used in parallel, addi- 240
tional variables were introduced. 241
3 The Experiments 242
We present a sequence of 12 experiments, each of which contributes to one or more 243
of our main findings overall. Two interim discussions are offered, while overall 244
conclusions and discussion end the chapter. 245
3.1 Experiment One: A Comparison of Historical 246
Chronological Learning from Three Complexities of VE 247
We describe this experiment in some detail in order to indicate the kinds of VE 248
visualisation created and the experimental methods used. The specific question in 249
the first experiment was whether, in order to be effective for recall, an environment 250
should include non-functional environmental features, imparting some sense of 251
visual and experiential realism, or whether simpler ‘diagrammatic’ characteristics 252
should be preferred. 253
Forty-five participants took part in the experiment (9M, 36F). The participants 254
were selected pseudorandomly from within a university student population. The 255
subject domain was the history of art. All participants confirmed that they had 256
no formal art education and were unfamiliar with most art works presented to 257
them during testing. It was established that they were unaware of the chronological 258
ordering of the paintings or the specific year when any one was painted. 259
Nine paintings were included in the timeline. Within the environment, each paint- 260
ing was inscribed with its title, author and date. Participants were pseudorandomly 261
allocated to one of the three conditions: high, medium and low VE complexity: 262
one (basic or low complexity) was a featureless corridor, one (medium complexity; 263
Fig. 9) modelled a real corridor with windows and other features, and a third (high 264
complexity) allowed user manoeuvres, i.e., using a lift between floors and going 265
upstairs and downstairs (Fig. 1). 266
Participants could move at a constant velocity forward through the virtual spaceAQ1 267
by depressing a key. Other movements were disabled—we had discovered during 268
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Fig. 1 Art History represented in a medium-complexity VE. Nine pictures from the history of art
were located in a virtual corridor
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a previous pilot phase that users could become disoriented and travel backwards in 269
time while believing themselves to be travelling forwards. The speed of movement 270
gave participants time to read the name of the artist, title, and year of each painting. 271
Participants could also pause in their journey. Passing through the VE took typically 272
5–6 min. Participants passed through five times, after which they moved on to 273
testing, being given a set of the nine images that they had seen in the environment 274
(minus the inscribed text), printed on A4 sheets of paper. They were asked to place 275
these in the order in which they had seen them on the computer. When they had 276
completed the task, the order of their placed pictures was recorded and scored. 277
Two dependent variables were analysed: the number of pictures placed in their 278
correct positions in the sequence (Number Correct), and REM (removed scores) 279
using a one way independent ANOVA. The result showed that there was no 280
significant difference obtained between the three conditions on either the REM 281
scores or the Number Correct variable, F(2,42) D .388, p > .05 and F(2,42) D .691, 282
p > .05, respectively. 283
The results showed that the effectiveness of the environment did not depend on 284
its complexity or the inclusion of potentially distracting details. Statistical analysis 285
revealed that participants retained the same amount of information irrespective of 286
the complexity of the environment they experienced. However, later experiments 287
(Four, Eleven) cast additional light on the possible effects of VE complexity, 288
particularly when these use multiple media. 289
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3.2 Experiment Two: Memory for Imaginary Historical 290
Information Acquired from a VE, a ‘Washing-Line’, 291
Text Alone 292
In this study, undergraduate students were tested using a nine-item series of 293
historical events that depicted the chronological history of an imaginary planet. 294
A ‘washing-line’ condition, described below, was introduced because this is a 295
popular way of conveying chronology in school class rooms [7, 9, 25]. A verbal/text 296
protocol was used as the control condition, its presentation using only semantic 297
information being familiar from conventional teaching without visualisations. 298
A group of 39 undergraduate students (15M and 24F, aged 18–22 years), was 299
pseudorandomly chosen from among the university student population and was 300
pseudorandomly allocated to one of three groups, no specific attention being paid to 301
their prowess in history classes in school. None was a history specialist. 302
A set of nine images comprising pictures and dates was created, each repre- 303
senting an event in the history of the imaginary planet. These were positioned as 304
successive objects in a VE timeline. Participants could fly through the environment 305
using forward movement only but with full control over their velocity. For the 306
‘washing-line’ control condition, the same pictures (with captions and dates) were 307
printed on nine A4 sheets which were then pegged along a string across one wall of 308
the room. For the printed verbal/text control condition, the procedure was the same 309
except that the nine images plus event name and dates were printed, three per page, 310
on three successive A4 sheets in portrait orientation. 311
The participants were allowed to spend as much time as they wished in each pass- 312
through of the VE (the total time required at maximum velocity being 67 s). After 313
each fly-through, an on-screen dialog prompted them to return to the beginning of 314
the sequence. 315
In the washing-line condition, participants were asked to scan slowly along the 316
line from left to right. In the verbal/text condition they were asked to look at the 317
three A4 sheets. In all three conditions, the participants were asked to attempt to 318
memorise the history of the planet represented. 319
All participants, in all three conditions, passed through the materials five times, 320
taking roughly the same length of time to complete the exercise. 321
The test had two parts: a questionnaire that posed nine questions of the form 322
“Did X come before Y?” requiring true/false responses; and a task to place the 323
nine pictures in their correct chronological order. No time limit was imposed but on 324
average, participants did not spend any longer than 4–6 min doing this. 325
The following measurements were taken: (1) “Correct number” was the number 326
of pictures placed in their original places in the one to nine sequence; (2) the second 327
was the number of questions correctly answered (out of nine) on the questionnaire; 328
(3) the REM or “Removed” score assessed how far each picture was placed from its 329
correct position; an additional score, Removed2 or REM2 was used, when testing 330
was repeated after an interval. In order to examine serial position effects in the data 331
(SPEs), the number of items placed correctly in list positions 1–3, 4–6, and 7–9 332
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Fig. 2 Mean REM2 scores for the three groups (Experiment Two). The lower the score, the better
the performance
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were recorded separately for each participant. All data were normally distributed, 333
allowing the use of parametric testing. Post-hoc group comparisons were made 334
using the Least Significant Differences test (with two-tailed probabilities, unless 335
otherwise specified) following the main analysis, when effects were found to be 336
significant. There was a group significant difference in placing the pictures in their 337
correct position F(2,33) D 4.41, p < .05. Participants in the VE group performed 338
significantly better than participants in the two other groups (either washing-line, 339
p < .05, or verbal/text, p < .05, groups). Further analysis showed that there was no 340
significant difference found between washing-line and verbal/text groups, p > .05. 341
For the number of questions answered correctly, the analysis revealed no significant 342
difference, though the result bordered on significance, F(2,33) D 2.99, p D .06. 343
Mean scores for the VE group indicated that the number of errors committed in 344
this condition was arithmetically less than the numbers of errors made in the other 345
two groups. 346
The third variable investigated was the Removed scores. There was a highly 347
significant difference among groups, F(2,33)D 5.95, p <. 05. The participants in 348
the VE condition performed significantly better than those in the other two 349
groups, washing-line and text (p’s < .05 and .003 respectively). No significance 350
was found between washing-line and text groups, p D .19. An additional variable 351
was investigated, Removed2 scores, which revealed the same tendency (Fig. 2), 352
ANOVA indicating that the three groups differed, F D (2, 33) D 4.64, p < .05. The 353
VE group performed significantly better than the washing-line and caption/paper 354
groups, p’s < .05 and .005 respectively but no significance emerged between the 355
latter groups, p > .05. 356
Since data variances were not homogeneous for the SPE measure, this was 357
analysed by employing a non-parametric test, the Kruskal-Wallis test, to conduct 358
a one way independent groups’ analysis on each successive serial block. Group 359
differences were then examined using the Mann–Whitney U-test. The result showed 360
that there was a group difference in the middle block only (position block 4–6), 361
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X2(2) D 5.91, p < .05. The VE group achieved higher scores compared to the 362
washing-line and text/paper groups, U(13,13)D 42, p < .05; the latter two groups 363
failed to differ significantly. 364
This study revealed significant differences on three out of four measures, and 365
almost reached significance on the fourth, the number of questions answered 366
correctly. Notably, participants who used the VE made fewer errors than those in 367
the other two groups. However, we were aware that undergraduate students might 368
be a special group, with more experience of working with computers than school- 369
age children, and a fuller conceptualization of time and history [26]. With this in 370
mind, a VE was used in the next study to assess whether middle school pupils would 371
benefit from the use of VEs in learning about medieval history as required by the 372
UK national curriculum. 373
3.3 Experiment Three: The Use of VE Fly-Throughs 374
as Adjuncts to National Curriculum History at Middle 375
School Level 376
Sixty-two children in two North London schools (29M, 33F, age 11–14 years) were 377
pseudorandomly allocated by class teachers into two groups in one school and three 378
groups in the other (Paper: N D 24, 17F, 7M; VE: N D 26, 9F, 17M; PowerPoint: 379
N D 13, 7F,6M). The data were subsequently combined. The teachers were asked 380
to equally distribute their children across the groups, taking into account their 381
classroom performance in history. 382
The material, this time on medieval history, was presented in a similar manner to 383
Experiment Two. An innovation was to introduce into Sub-study two (N D 13; 6M, 384
7F) a PowerPoint condition as a second control variable. The visual materials used 385
in PowerPoint were identical to those used in the other two conditions. In order to 386
move on to the next image, a key was pressed. At the end of a session of nine images, 387
an additional screen would appear to invite the participants either to continue with 388
the training task by returning to the starting point (as in the VE) or to proceed to 389
a testing stage. The time taken to pass through the nine items was paced such that 390
it was similar to that in the VE condition. The Paper Condition (N D 24; 7M, 17F) 391
involved the children looking through the images presented by the researcher. The 392
pictures would appear in the predetermined correct order, the time taken to pass 393
through all nine being similar to that in the VE condition. As usual, the sequence of 394
nine events was passed through five times in all three conditions. 395
Each participant was tested individually. The interval between exposure and 396
testing was 48 h. The researcher explained the task by showing nine images 397
presented in an A4 format and asking the children to place the nine images in the 398
correct order. After this, the children were asked to complete a questionnaire, in 399
which they were required to answer questions of the form “Did X come before Y?” 400
To test the hypothesis that VE materials have a greater durability compared with the 401
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Fig. 3 The mean scores for REM2 for the three conditions (Experiment Three)
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materials used in other conditions, a further test session was carried out, comparing 402
a sample of the Paper Group (13 participants) with a sample of the VE Group (13 403
participants), two months after the original training and testing was completed. 404
Data were analysed in the same manner as in the previous experiments. In terms 405
of picture ordering, there was no significant effect of condition; F(2,57) D 1.12, 406
p > .05. When the number of questions answered correctly was analysed, the 407
same pattern emerged, there being no significant differences found. Removed and 408
Removed 2 Scores (Fig. 3) also failed to show any significant result. There was no 409
significant result observed between groups in terms of primacy, middle or recency 410
position blocks, X2(2) D 1.03, 1.18 and 1.53 respectively; p’s > .05. 411
After a two month interval, there was no difference obtained when two subgroups 412
were compared. Children in the VE condition were not better able to remember the 413
items than those in the Paper condition. Further analysis revealed that there was a 414
high correlation between the picture ordering score in the first round of testing and 415
in testing after the delay, r(24) D .7, p < .001, suggesting that the measure used was 416
sensitive and reliable. 417
The results from this experiment were disappointing: the VE presentation was 418
not successful in promoting good scores as seen with undergraduate participants 419
in the previous study. Indeed, participants showed no benefit on any measure from 420
using the VE format in learning the sequence of historical events, and there was no 421
benefit of using a VE in terms of the longevity of memory. 422
3.4 Experiment Four: The Use of VEs in the Teaching 423
of Primary Level History 424
The next study involved younger children (primary school participants) who worked 425
with material that had not yet been taught to them in the classroom. 426
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Fig. 4 The multimedia VE with animation and sound used in Experiment Four
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Seventy two primary school children took place in this experiment (39M, 33F), 427
35 children in year 3 (19M, 16F, 7–8 years) and 37 children in year 4 (20M, 17F, 428
8–9 years). All children had at least some regular classroom experience of operating 429
a computer keyboard (Fig. 4). 430
A set of nine images was used as in the previous studies. A new, multimedia VE 431
format was used, incorporating some animations and sounds such as a French battle 432
cry accompanying the depiction of the battle of Hastings, a rolling Viking boat, 433
and a noisy Hurricane aircraft flying over a depiction of evacuees in World War II. 434
Movement through the environment was controlled by depressing the space bar. The 435
PowerPoint condition materials were presented as sequences of slides, without any 436
auditory material, using the same computer as the VE condition. The same nine 437
images were used in the Paper condition. 438
The participants were divided into three separate groups with equivalent numbers 439
of boys and girls and ability range in each condition (VE condition N D 24; 13M, 440
11F; PowerPoint N D 23; 12 M, 11F; Paper N D 25; 14M, 11M). Testing took place 441
two days after exposure. Each participant was tested individually and spent about 442
57 min completing the testing task, placing the nine images in order. Subsequently 443
nine yes/no questions were posed in the form “Did X come before Y?” 444
With regard to the task in which the participants had to place pictures cor- 445
rectly, ANOVA revealed that the three conditions failed to show any difference, 446
F(2,66) D 1.38, p > .05. 447
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For the number of questions answered correctly, the three conditions differed 448
significantly, F(2,66) D 3.86, p < .05. The Paper condition was significantly better 449
compared to two other conditions, PowerPoint and VE, p’s < .05 respectively, these 450
latter groups failing to show any significant difference from one another. Teachers’ 451
prior ratings of ability correlated significantly with the questionnaire performance 452
(Spearman’s rho[N D 72] D .22; p [one-tailed] D 03). 453
When the difference between Removed and Removed1 was analysed statistically, 454
there was no significant difference, F(2,66) D 1.8 and 1.4; p’s > .05 (Fig. 15).AQ2 455
The teachers’ ratings of ability were significantly correlated with the participants’ 456
performances on both Removed and Removed1 scores, rho[N D 72] D .19 and .20, 457
p’s [one-tailed] .05. 458
Serial order effects were analysed. The Kruskal-Wallis test showed that there 459
was no significant difference when comparisons were made within individual serial 460
position blocks. When data from the first two blocks were combined, however, 461
placement accuracy in these list positions (1–6) was significantly better in the Paper 462
group than in the two computer groups combined, U(25,47) D 423, p < .05. 463
The results showed a disadvantage of using a VE. The detrimental effect was 464
especially evident when scores for items in early/intermediate positions were 465
analysed. 466
4 Interim Discussion: Introducing Challenge 467
and Pre-Training VE Experience 468
At this point in our research, it was clear that our VE chronological visualisations 469
were not universally useful, and could even be counter-productive. Although 470
undergraduate students seemed to benefit from using the VE format, other age 471
groups did not. Middle school children failed to recall more than from other media. 472
Moreover, primary school children actually performed worse compared to control 473
conditions, though they were perhaps distracted by the animations and sounds used 474
in the version of the VE visualisation they experienced. 475
Other issues might include a lack of engagement with the environment which 476
could affect how much information participants could retrieve when tested since 477
they had experienced it only passively: the only activities available to them were to 478
look and to move their position, far less then, for example, when playing a computer 479
game [16]. 480
In light of out generally disappointing results from simple navigation of a VE 481
visualisation, we next experimented with a more game-like format, in which suc- 482
cessive representations of events (paintings, representing epochs of art history) had 483
to be memorized and anticipated during use. As in a computer game, participants’ 484
scores were displayed in the upper right corner of the computer screen. 485
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In the interests of brevity, details of the statistical analysis are omitted for 486
the remaining experiments, the conclusions being summarised. Further details of 487
Experiments Six, Seven, Eight and Twelve are available in [12, 18, 19] 488
4.1 Experiment Five: Introducing Challenge 489
Into the Interaction 490
Thirty six undergraduate students (18M, 18F) were pseudorandomly drawn from an 491
undergraduate population. They were aged 18–27 years. 492
The environment used was as in the studies above. The nine pictures were 493
displayed as successive objects in the space with the title, name of the artist, and date 494
of the painting displayed in the upper right corner of each picture. The viewpoint 495
was held stationary while participants guessed what the up-coming image would be. 496
The PowerPoint and Paper conditions were as previously. 497
All participants were trained individually. For the VE condition, the participants 498
were instructed to observe the environment carefully while depressing the forward 499
arrow key to move through the environment. They were told to look at the pictures 500
and try to remember the order of the pictures, if necessary using terms such as 501
“blue flowers” as descriptors. No attempt was made to draw their attention to 502
specific elements depicted within each picture. The same initial procedure as in 503
Experiment Four was applied. However, on the second fly-through, at the point 504
when the next picture became visible, it was always blank (Fig. 5) and the viewpoint 505
was held stationary by the experimenter. The participant had to describe the still 506
invisible picture; if the answer was correct, the experimenter would click on the 507
screen to display the hidden picture, after which the participant was free to move 508
forward to repeat the procedure with the next image, and the score would increase 509
by one. If the participant described the picture incorrectly, he/she was asked to 510
choose again and an error was recorded. At the beginning of each pass through 511
the environment, the screen counter was reset to zero. The experimenter noted all 512
errors and continued until the participant achieved two successive error-free fly- 513
throughs. In the PowerPoint condition, the same images were displayed as in the 514
VE condition, using full screen images. For the training procedure with challenge a 515
blank screen was displayed and replaced when the image was correctly anticipated. 516
For the Verbal/Text condition, participants were tested with semantic information 517
provided on each plain sheet of paper only (the artist’s name, as text, the picture’s 518
name and the date it was painted). Following training, after an interval of 5 min 519
participants were assessed using three tests: 520
1. The numbers one to nine were listed vertically down a test sheet and users were 521
asked to fill in as much information as they could recall about the nine successive 522
pictures, if possible providing the painter’s name and the picture’s title and date. 523
Then the sheet was removed. 524
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Fig. 5 The VE timeline with following images blanked, waiting for the user to attempt to recall
what the next image will be (Experiment Five)
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2. A list of nine questions about picture order, of the form: “Did Kandinsky come 525
before Matisse?” was then posed, answerable with “yes” or “no”. 526
3. Finally, a set of nine pictures were placed pseudorandomly (without names or 527
dates) and participants were asked to order them correctly, i.e., to reproduce the 528
order in which they were shown in the training stage. No time limit was imposed, 529
though on average 8 min were spent completing the three tasks. 530
The dependent measures were: a) During use of the VE visualisation: (1) the 531
number of passes required, excluding the first, for users to achieve two successive 532
error-free passes; (2) the total number of errors made before criterion was reached. 533
b) During post-use testing: (1) the amount of information provided correctly in the 534
first test (nine pictures each having three items of information: painter, picture title, 535
date) so a possible maximum of 27 items; (2) the number of questions answered 536
correctly out of a total of nine; (3) the number of pictures placed in correct order, 537
calculated using a REM score procedure as previously. 538
Analysis of error positions was conducted by totalling the number of errors 539
made by each participant in training within three successive list position blocks, 540
representing list position blocks 1–3, 4–6 and 7–9, respectively. Note that the VE 541
condition showed almost error free learning, and therefore median scores for all 542
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Fig. 6 Median number of errors made in the three conditions (Experiment Five)
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blocks were zero, while the PowerPoint group made errors most frequently in the 543
middle list position, and for controls a large number occurred in middle list positions 544
(Fig. 6). 545
When participants were assessed for their ability to remember information about 546
the pictures, the VE group differed significantly both from the PowerPoint and 547
Verbal/Text controls. When REM score (reflecting the ability to place the pictures in 548
correct chronological order) was assessed, the VE group’s performance was entirely 549
error free. As for the PowerPoint condition, two participants made two errors each, 550
while 11 out of the 12 controls made between 2 and 4 errors (overall group mean 551
was 2.5 errors). 552
This study showed a strong advantage of using a VE format compared with 553
the PowerPoint condition (cf. [27, 28]. Participants in the verbal control group 554
performed especially poorly. During the training procedure, it was evident that 555
participants from the VE condition learned more, and more quickly, compared to 556
the two other conditions; the latter two groups also showed poor retention when 557
tested afterwards. This accords with the study by Hartley et al. [29], who claimed 558
that the spatial relationship between objects is durable and can remain stable over a 559
long time. 560
It appears that the verbal control group concentrated more on particular items (the 561
picture name) while the experience of each picture with its accompanying textual 562
information enabled the VE participants to absorb more of all kinds of information 563
provided in the environment (spatial sequential and associated verbal). Interestingly, 564
although the amount of information recalled (out of a maximum of 27 items) far 565
exceeded the 7C/2 items associated with short term memory [30], suggesting that 566
participants were using a memory store with a limit greater than that traditionally 567
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regarded as the short term memory store used for the learning of simple lists of 568
items. On the other hand, the VE group was far from perfect, and their results 569
revealed that they could remember only half of the total information presented. 570
4.2 Experiment Six: The Use of Challenge in Enhancing 571
Learning in Primary History Teaching 572
In an earlier study with primary children (Experiment Four, above), nine sequential 573
images were presented chronologically in a VE, depicting eras of history from 574
ancient Greece to World War II. It was found that children in this primary group 575
did not benefit from exploring historical events in the VE format. In fact, they 576
performed significantly poorer in the VE condition than pupils given the same 577
information sequentially on paper (Paper condition) or as a non-spatial sequence 578
displayed sequentially on a computer monitor (PowerPoint condition). The present 579
experiment was designed to improve upon the earlier study by encouraging children 580
to anticipate what was going to appear next, at each sequential choice point. 581
When they anticipated correctly they scored a point (their score being displayed on 582
the screen). This format, therefore, involved more active participation of children 583
in the task and moderate challenge, rather like many computer games. Besides, 584
children were asked to think carefully about historical events presented to them. This 585
adapted protocol might also help to overcome another disadvantage. In the previous 586
experiment (Experiment Four above), children were apparently overexcited by the 587
animations used in the environment and perhaps concentrated less on the main task 588
as a result. By introducing challenge (requiring anticipation, and displaying their 589
score on the screen), children were arguably more concentrated on the main task 590
in this experiment. It was hypothesised that children in this study would perform 591
considerably better than those in the earlier study. Further, the environment itself 592
was designed not to feature any elements that could be considered distracting. 593
Participants were 52 children (32M, 20F) drawn from a primary school in North- 594
East London, UK. The children were from a single class, the average age being 8 595
years and 6 months at the time of testing. 596
A set of nine pictures was used, representing historical epochs, the same set as 597
used in the previous study with primary age children (Experiment Four above). Each 598
picture was dated. A brief description of the picture was added to each; for instance, 599
to represent the ancient Egyptian era, a picture was used which depicted pyramids, 600
with label and date added conspicuously in white lettering to the upper part of the 601
figure. Features were 3D-modelled and introduced into the VE to help to make the 602
child feel “located” in space rather than just viewing a picture. For example, models 603
of Egyptian pyramids were located around the picture of pyramids (Fig. 7), and a 604
virtual Hurricane aircraft flew overhead as the participant approached the evacuation 605
picture. As before, participants could proceed in a forward direction only, achieved 606
by depressing the space bar. 607
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Fig. 7 Images in the VE are supplemented by relevant 3D objects to create a sense of inhabiting
the space (Experiment Six)
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For the PowerPoint condition during the training phase, the pictures were 608
separated from each other by using a blank PowerPoint screen, displayed for 609
approximately the same length of time (8 s) as participants took to move from one 610
picture to the next in the VE. 611
In the control Paper condition, the same material was used as above, the pictures 612
being printed on A4 sheets and presented to the child in landscape orientation with 613
text added as in other conditions. Intervening blank pages were shown for 8 s each. 614
Children were pseudorandomly divided into three groups on the advice of 615
teaching staff, to encompass a similar range of ability in history in each group. 616
These were a Paper group (N D 16; 8M, 8F), a PowerPoint group (N D 18; 12M, 617
6F), and a VE group (N D 20; 14M, 6F). As in Experiment Five, participants were 618
introduced to the VE with all pictures initially visible, followed by additional passes 619
in which the anticipation (challenge) element was introduced. Scoring was as before. 620
On average, participants required four fly-throughs to achieve criterion. In the Text 621
condition, the nine pictures were presented to the participants by the experimenter. 622
The same anticipation routine was used in all three conditions. 623
When training was complete, the participant was taken to an adjacent set of desks 624
on which were placed the nine test items, in pseudorandom order. The participant 625
had to place these in the correct chronological order. 626
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Five scores were obtained. Two were during initial training: (1) the number of 627
passes to criterion and (2) a total error score, summing all errors committed prior 628
to reaching criterion. Two further measures were obtained from the initial post- 629
criterion testing: (3) REM score, and (4) Correct Order. A further two scores were 630
obtained when testing was repeated 3 weeks after the original training and testing 631
phases: (5) REM1, and (6) Correct Order1 scores, measures (5) and (6) being 632
calculated in the same ways as (3) and (4). 633
The results showed that there was no significant difference between groups 634
on any measure, though on total errors, a group effect approached significance. 635
Participants trained in the Text condition were found to have made fewer errors than 636
the PowerPoint group, a result that approached significance. The data showed that 637
even the introduction of challenge into a VE visualisation of historical chronology 638
is not sufficient to ensure effective recall. Indeed, in terms of total errors committed 639
prior to achieving criterion, the Text condition made arithmetically fewer errors 640
than those in the PowerPoint condition to an extent approaching significance, but 641
there was no hint of significance between VE and PowerPoint conditions. Other 642
measures showed no significant differences. The results reinforced earlier findings, 643
that PowerPoint seems to be an especially ineffective medium for conveying 644
chronologically sequenced information [31], and indicated that children of primary 645
school age appear not to experience the kind of benefit from using VEs in the history 646
context that characterizes an older, undergraduate sample. 647
Some children commented that they did not have computers at home and that 648
they found the task rather difficult to perform, so the poor results might have arisen 649
partly from participants’ lack of familiarity in using computers generally. Therefore 650
in Experiment Seven, the same basic protocol was used as in the first study, but 651
children were given extra experience with the environment and input device control 652
before full training commenced. 653
4.3 Experiment Seven: Challenge and Pre-Training 654
Experience in the Use of VEs to Teach Historical 655
Chronology at Primary Level 656
This experiment was as the previous one, but the children were given more time 657
to explore the VE. It was hypothesized that by making this modification, ensuring 658
adequate familiarity with the medium, error free learning would be achieved. 659
Forty-five primary school children (32M, 13F) were pseudorandomly drawn 660
from the population of a school in north-east London by the teaching staff. 661
The numbers for three conditions were: Paper N D 15; 11M, 4F; VE N D 15; 662
10M, 5F; PowerPoint condition N D 15; 10M, 5F. The children in this study had 663
approximately 5–10 min of extra exposure compared with Experiment Six. Children 664
in PowerPoint and Paper conditions were also given an extra pass through the 665
materials which was adjusted to take approximately the same time as the extra VE 666
training. All other procedures were followed as in Experiment Six. 667
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The same six measures were taken as in Experiment Six. When the number 668
of rounds/passes to criterion was analysed the result was highly significant, 669
showing substantial differences between groups. Post-hoc tests revealed that par- 670
ticipants in the VE condition required fewer trials to meet the criterion than 671
in Paper and PowerPoint conditions while there was no significant difference 672
between Paper and PowerPoint conditions. The Kruskal-Wallis Test was used to 673
compare the three conditions, VE, PowerPoint, and Text. The result obtained 674
was significant, X2(2) D 6.2, p < .05. The Mann–Whitney U-test showed that the 675
VE group was significantly superior to the Paper group on the REM variable, 676
U(N1 D N2 D 15) D 64.00, p < .05 (two-tailed) and that VE trained participants 677
performed better than PowerPoint participants U (N1 D N2 D 15) D 70.5, p < .05 678
(two-tailed) while there was no significant difference found between Paper and 679
PowerPoint groups, U(N1 D N2 D 15) D 108.5, p > .05 (two-tailed). Clearly from 680
these results, PowerPoint presentation was not as ineffective as suggested by the 681
results of the earlier studies (above). Post-hoc tests failed to reveal significant 682
differences between VE and Paper or VE and PP groups. Other measures showed 683
no significant group differences. 684
The results were compared with the previous findings from primary school 685
children who did not have challenge incorporated in the protocol, and who 686
performed particularly poorly (Experiment Four, above). Comparability between 687
schools is complicated by differences that may arise from differences in curriculum, 688
computer use and teaching strategies, though this of course applies equally to all of 689
the experimental conditions in which the children were tested. Control groups (both 690
Paper and PowerPoint) did not differ between the experiments but those who used 691
VEs did perform significantly better on the REM and Correct Order variables than 692
those using VEs previously. 693
Compared with the previous study, the addition of extra pre-training for VE par- 694
ticipants clearly improved retention of the historical materials. Significantly better 695
learning was reflected in the lower number of trials needed to reach performance 696
criterion in training and by significantly better Correct Order and REM scores at test. 697
Indeed, performance was error free for all VE participants and thus substantially 698
better than for VEs in the previous Experiment Six and in earlier work. 699
5 Can VEs Benefit Children’s Learning of Historical 700
Chronology in a Culture Where Computer Experience 701
Is More Limited? 702
The studies reported in above chapters were all conducted in schools in a culture, 703
the UK, where most pupils reported using computers on a regular basis. This might 704
influence results in at least two ways: computer familiarity might make it easier for 705
pupils to use VEs, and navigate more naturally and freely, leading to good retention 706
of historical materials. On the other hand there was evidence from one study 707
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(Experiment Four) that primary children (with limited knowledge of computers, on 708
account of their age) were apparently overawed by the computer experience, leading 709
to especially poor retention. Therefore two studies were conducted, in primary and 710
secondary schools in Sumy, Eastern Ukraine, to examine the effects of using VEs in 711
a country where children have much lower levels of computer familiarity. Challenge 712
was incorporated, as above, by having the children anticipate up-coming images, 713
plus prolonged pre-training, since this combination proved effective in the present 714
experiment. The same comparisons were made among conditions as in UK samples. 715
5.1 Experiment Eight: Use of a VE to Enhance the Learning 716
of Ukrainian History in a Primary School in Eastern 717
Ukraine 718
Thirty pupils (14M, 16F, aged 7–8 years old) from school number N.23 in Sumy in 719
the Eastern part of Ukraine took part in the experiment. Children were randomly 720
selected and equally divided into three conditions by the teachers: PowerPoint 721
(N D 10, 4M, 6F), VE (N D 10, 5M, 5F) and Paper (N D 10, 5M, 5F). Teachers 722
asked pupils for details of their typical daily computer use, which was found to be 723
an average of 2.5 h per week. This compares with 10.5 h per week in Experiment Six 724
and 13.8 h per week for Experiment Seven, both conducted in the UK. Unfortunately 725
the VE visualisations used in Ukraine were not identical in form to those used in the 726
UK because of the preferences of the teachers concerning the design. 727
Nine pictures representing significant events in Ukrainian history were selected 728
with the assistance of teachers, based on the materials used to teach history in 729
the classroom to this age group and representing events considered important for 730
children to remember chronologically. A new VE format was designed (based on 731
teachers’ requests) that consisted of four gallery rooms located on two floors in a 732
virtual gallery, similar to those that pupils might visit on school excursions. Each 733
floor consisted of two rooms of the same size. On level one a first room contained 734
two pictures, on opposite walls, while another had two on adjacent walls. The same 735
room layout was replicated on a second floor, in which three pictures were placed in 736
one room and two pictures placed in the final room. In order to move from the first 737
to the second floor a child was required to call a lift, from which the participant was 738
required to go along a short corridor, leading to the first of the level two rooms, after 739
which they could pass across the corridor to the final room. In the training stage, 740
all pictures were dated and named. The PowerPoint condition was conducted using 741
the same materials but as a succession of single screen displays with dates and text; 742
the Paper/Text condition used A4 pictures with dates and text, so replicating the 743
conditions used in Experiments Six and Seven. 744
As before, teachers were asked to select the children randomly and children were 745
assigned to the VE, PowerPoint or Text conditions. Children in the VE group were 746
asked to look at the VE visualisation together with the researcher, who explained 747
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how the environment worked. As in the preceding UK experiment, the experimenter 748
went through the environment with the participant reading and explaining all 749
information depicted on each picture. They were told to try to remember the order 750
of the pictures, plus dates and titles. Participants were then invited to explore the 751
environment by themselves until they were comfortable to move to another stage 752
of the training phase. At this point challenge was introduced (as in Experiments 753
Six and Seven, above) so that participants had to guess which picture would be 754
displayed next, using the same protocol as previously. On average, children required 755
two to three passes to reach criterion. The same was conducted with the other 756
conditions, moving between PowerPoint slides or between successive sheets of A4 757
paper with printed images, in all cases having the same labels and dates as displayed 758
in the VE condition. After reaching criterion, all children were required to place the 759
images (provided on A4 sheets, but without dates) in correct chronological order. On 760
average 3–4 min were spent completing this task. Overall, children spent 7–10 min 761
carrying out the whole experimental procedure. After a 2 week interval, the testing 762
was repeated. 763
Six dependent variables (as in Experiments Six and Seven) were analysed. Post- 764
hoc Tukey analyses revealed that for Total Errors, the computer groups (VE and 765
PowerPoint) made more errors than the Paper group, p’s < .05. On the REM variable 766
the VE group performed much better than the PowerPoint group, p < .05, but there 767
was no significant difference between VE and Text groups, p > .05. On the Correct 768
order variable, the VE group answered more questions correctly than PowerPoint, 769
p < .05 but there was no significant difference between VE and Text groups, p > .05. 770
On the Correct1 variable (2 weeks after initial training and testing), the VE group 771
gave fewer correct answers compared to the Text group, p .05. 772
The main result from this study showed that even among pupils who do not use 773
computers as often as those in the UK, and do not have the same degree of computer 774
familiarity, when challenge is incorporated there is some benefit in using a VE 775
visualisation to acquire historical chronological information. This further reinforces 776
the conclusions from previous studies, showing the benefits of active involvement 777
[22, 32, 33]. Interestingly, however, children in the VE condition here answered 778
fewer questions correctly than in the Paper condition when they were retested after 779
a 2 week interval, which suggests that there was no benefit of using VE presentations 780
in terms of the longer-term retention of information. 781
Another controversial aspect of the findings was that participants in the VE group 782
during the training phase made more errors in the course of the trials required to 783
meet the “two successive correct passes” criterion, compared to the Paper condition. 784
This is not consistent with the findings from previous experiments (Experiment Six 785
and Seven), in which VE participants made fewer errors in the course of training 786
trials. It is unclear why children did better in the VE group when tested straight 787
after the training phase, but failed to show any significant effect after 2 weeks. This 788
is in conflict with the finding [29] that spatial memory remains stable over a long 789
period of time. 790
It is important to reiterate that the VE used in this study was different from the 791
environments employed in the research described above. Despite the complexity 792
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of the environment that required additional mental effort (using left/right turns, 793
manoeuvring up and down the lift) primary school children did benefit significantly 794
from the VE experiences, although this advantage was no longer evident at follow- 795
up testing, and so there was no lasting effect. 796
5.2 Experiment Nine: Use of a VE to Enhance the Learning 797
of Ukrainian History in a Middle School, Eastern Ukraine 798
Having achieved generally disappointing results from the middle school in the UK, 799
but a significant benefit of using VEs with challenge when children were adequately 800
pre-exposed to the medium, the aim of this study was to see whether this would 801
apply equally to a group of children of the same age in the Ukraine, but having much 802
less experience of computer use. Challenge was again incorporated during training, 803
and children were introduced to the VE format individually by the experimenter and 804
given time to explore the environment, to familiarize themselves with the medium 805
prior to beginning the experiment per se. 806
Thirty (15M, 15F) pupils from a Ukrainian middle school were tested in the 807
experiment. The group was a year group, the average age being 12 years. Typical 808
daily computer use was found to be an average of 1.5 h per week. Ten out of 30 809
participants did not have any access to computers. 810
The same materials were used in the experiment as described in the previous 811
study with primary children in Ukraine. The same VE layout was employed. 812
However, three new pictures were added to the existing environment to match the 813
learning material covered by teachers in classroom lessons. All pictures were named 814
and dated as previously. 815
Children were in three groups: a Paper N D 10; 4M, 6F; PowerPoint group 816
N D 10; 5M, 5F; and a VE N D 10; 5M, 5F, with a similar range of ability in 817
history in each group. The protocol followed was as before. On average, participants 818
required four fly-throughs to achieve criterion. 819
As in the UK sample (Experiment Three) middle school children showed no 820
benefit from VE training. Most of the variables explored did not show any significant 821
differences. Participants from the PowerPoint group required more trials in order to 822
remember all historical events. 823
5.3 Experiment Ten: Use of VEs to Enhance Historical 824
Understanding Amongst Middle School Children in the UK 825
In this experiment, a second exposure to the VE visualisation was included, sepa- 826
rated by a period of time from the first. While no immediate beneficial effect of using 827
VE visualisations with Middle School pupils had been found (Experiment Three), 828
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such might become evident were participants to revisit the same environment after 829
an interval, relearning the same materials and perhaps reinforcing retention. 830
It was hoped that the introduction of new materials, selected by teaching staff, 831
in this experiment might also encourage children to be more engaged with the 832
environment. In the previous experiment (Experiment Three) with the same age 833
group, where performance was rather poor, it was speculated that this may have 834
occurred because participants were asked to learn medieval materials that they had 835
also been taught about in the classroom, which might have affected their enthusiasm 836
for the experiment. 837
Forty-nine middle school pupils from North London were randomly selected by 838
teaching staff (26M, 23F). Typical computer use 6.5 h per week. 839
As usual pictures and labels were the same in all conditions. Images were 840
selected with the assistance of a teacher, who advocated using a horrific image of 841
the victims of the Holocaust with the intention of evoking sympathy and engaging 842
the 11–14 year-old pupils with the content. Other images represented discoveries 843
regarded by history staff as being especially significant. Items were thus selected 844
on the basis of the teacher’s assessment of their apparent interest, rather on UK 845
National Curriculum requirements. 846
The same procedure was applied as in Experiment Eight. Children were ran- 847
domly divided into the same three conditions, a Paper condition (N D 16; 9M, 7F), 848
a PowerPoint condition (N D 15; 7M, 8F) and a VE condition (N D 18; 10M, 8F). 849
As usual, initial exposure to the full set of materials was followed by a challenge 850
in which users had to anticipate the next, invisible, item. The difference here was that 851
after a 1 month interval the participants were asked to undergo the same experiment, 852
in which they were asked to go through the training followed by the testing stages, 853
exactly the same procedure being applied as in Part 1 of the experiment. 854
Five variables were analysed in the initial phase: Total number of passes required 855
to meet criterion, Errors to criterion, REM, Correct order and Serial Order. The Total 856
number of trials differed highly significantly F(2,46) D 10.35, p < .001 (Fig. 8). 857
A further post-hoc test revealed that participants trained in the VE and PowerPoint 858
conditions required more passes to meet criterion than in the Paper condition (both 859
p’s < .001). 860
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The additional measures taken at retraining and retesting were Total errors1, 861
Total number of trials1, REM1, Correct order1 and Serial order effect1. Participants 862
who were trained in the PowerPoint condition tended to place more items correctly 863
than the participants trained in the VE condition. The other three variables did not 864
yield any statistical differences. 865
We found that VE participants, far from benefiting, required more passes through 866
the environment to meet the experimental criterion. The Correct order 2 variable 867
showed an interesting feature, insofar as participants who were trained in the Power 868
Point condition (contrary to the previous findings above, in which the PowerPoint 869
failed to deliver effective learning) placed significantly more items correctly than 870
VE participants. On the other hand, the Serial Order Effect, when further analysed, 871
showed that the participants who were trained in the VE condition placed more items 872
correctly in the early list positions 1–3 than their counterparts in the PowerPoint 873
condition. Despite the fact that the participants were exposed to the same training 874
and testing stages twice, so that there was plenty of opportunity for any benefits of 875
VEs to emerge, the results did not show any such effect. Throughout all of the above 876
studies with middle school pupils, using different materials, different formats and 877
with different nationalities, the absence of any advantage from using VEs (with or 878
without challenge) was consistent and repeated, in contrast to the benefits that were 879
observed with other age groups when equivalent training procedures were adopted. 880
6 Second Interim Discussion 881
The foregoing studies produced interesting data insofar as they demonstrated that 882
VEs might not be effective as memorable media for chronological materials for 883
all age groups, and especially not with middle school children. Despite the fact 884
that other age groups profited from the use of VEs once challenge and familiarity 885
with the medium were incorporated (see Experiments Seven and Eight), children 886
aged 11–13 years old were found consistently not to benefit. In the second study 887
the participants were allowed to explore the environment longer by being trained 888
and tested twice after a short interval. The same strategy has been employed in 889
classroom for children using 2-D timelines [25]. Still, the result showed that even 890
extra exposure did not provoke the participants to perform better in the VE. An 891
additional variable was tested, exploring the lasting effect of the use of VEs. 892
Although most of the results were non-significant, Experiment Ten demonstrated 893
that children in the second part of the experiment showed a better grasp of materials 894
learnt in a PowerPoint format. The present findings are therefore in disagreement 895
with previous results consistently demonstrating the ineffectiveness of PowerPoint 896
learning (Experiments Six, Seven and Eight). 897
There are several possible explanations for the fact that middle school children 898
consistently failed to benefit from VE use. First, as suggested above, they may suffer 899
an overload of information, which could be related to rapid biological/hormonal 900
changes that may indirectly affect their ability to concentrate on a task or remember 901
any new materials. 902
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The changes that children experience in their lives at this age should not be 903
underestimated; they experience novel activities that require independent thinking 904
and are encouraged to take full responsibility for their actions (such as travelling 905
to school independently, and learning new routes and strategies). This may reflect 906
changes taking place in their cognitive styles and skills. Studies (see [34–36]) 907
have previously argued that this is a stage at which children’s spatial memory is 908
undergoing important changes. In the context of the present studies this is important, 909
since it means that children approach the test situation with immature structures 910
and strategies that might be expected to make high demands on working memory. 911
In other words, they perhaps have greater difficulty than other age groups, in 912
employing the necessary strategies to encode materials in chronological time-space. 913
From the previous studies, it is evident that the use of a VE format to present 914
sequential historical material for retention might not be beneficial for all ages, 915
especially for middle school children. Undergraduate participants did retain more 916
historical information from VE exposure compared to the other conditions. This 917
can be explained in terms of their familiarity with computers and computer games, 918
though it could also reflect better developed spatial capacities. When challenge and 919
pre-training experience were introduced, undergraduates showed virtually error-free 920
learning, but children at primary level also substantially improved their performance 921
in retaining historical chronological materials. It seems that a computer “game” 922
format might be effective in the teaching of historical chronology when using a 923
VE as it allowed active participation and engagement, and introduced challenge 924
that encouraged participants to be more motivated and try harder. In addition, 925
most of the studies showed that a PowerPoint presentation might not be effective; 926
participants tended to retain less historical information after PowerPoimt experience 927
when compared to the other two conditions. 928
6.1 Experiment Eleven: Use of VEs in Conveying Parallel 929
Timelines: Art and Music 930
Following the earlier success in studies carried out with undergraduate students 931
working with VE visualisation, a new study was designed in a similar fashion, 932
using the same paradigm as previously with the same age group, but including 933
an additional domain of information, combining art and music. The number of 934
items presented in each timeline was again nine. While our experiments have dealt 935
with nine-item timelines using a single line, we also want to know whether this 936
number can be exceeded using a more complex VE visualisation. If spatial memory 937
is harnessed in the recall of VE visualisations, we can take advantage of the high 938
capacity of human spatial recall. This should allow us to far exceed Miller’s 7C/2 939
[30], but if the short term memory buffer is the limiting factor, and it becomes 940
overloaded as successive items are remembered, art information will be dislodged 941
by musical information, so that the total items remembered from the display may 942
total nine but will not exceed it. 943
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In an initial study designed to investigate the storage capacity for materials 944
learned from a VE, the new study used a single timeline but with both art and 945
musical materials presented simultaneously. In this case, a single timeline was 946
used but it incorporated two domains of information—music was played as a line 947
of successive pictures was viewed. The situation replicated what is sometimes 948
reported anecdotally: that a particular piece of music can help spatial recall of 949
a place, or that returning to a place might evoke a memory of music previously 950
heard there. Examples of evocative paintings would seem particularly appropriate 951
to this purpose. The use of spatial memory would be indicated were the amount 952
of information recalled from this timeline greatly exceed nine. For both art and 953
music events, the name of the picture and the tune, the name of the artist and the 954
composer, and the year/period in which they were both created were presented in 955
combination, so that a total of 45 items of information were presented in the course 956
of a participant’s passing from the start to the end of the VE visualisation. It was 957
hypothesized that (1) after several successive exploratory trips through the VE, the 958
total information remembered would exceed nine, and (2) a greater proportion of 959
these 45 items of information would be recalled after exploring the timeline in a 960
VE format than by either hearing the extracts of music while viewing the linked 961
pictures as PowerPoint screens or while viewing them conventionally printed on 962
sheets of paper. 963
Twenty-five undergraduates (9M, 16F) took part in the experiment: VE (N D 7), 964
Power Point (N D 11) and Paper (N D 7). The average age was 25 years. 965
The nine images were placed in correct chronological order with the title of the 966
paintings, the name of the artist and the year in which the painting was produced 967
superimposed on the picture. A text adjacent to the picture gave details of the 968
concurrent music (name of composer, title of the extract, and year in which it was 969
composed). The music and paintings were selected and paired in such a way that 970
they were chronologically matched. 971
The extract was programmed to begin playing as the corresponding picture 972
was approached. Challenge was introduced into the three environments. A pair of 973
headphones was used to allow participants to listen to the music excerpts in the VE 974
condition. In a second condition PowerPoint was used, the same protocol being used 975
as in the VE condition, such that participants viewed the same paintings along with 976
the music excerpts. Similarly, the music details as well as the paintings’ details were 977
also shown on the screen. In the third, Paper condition, the painting was provided 978
on a plain piece of paper with the name of the artist and the title of the painting. In 979
contrast to the other two conditions, the music was not played at the same time as 980
the pictures were shown, but the details of the music were displayed. 981
Individual training was provided for each participant in the VE condition. 982
Participants were told that their task was to remember the order and details of each 983
painting as it appeared on the screen. Participants could only move forward as in 984
previous experiments. At the same time as the painting was displayed the music 985
was played, matching the duration of time with the painting displayed. After this, 986
participants were told to move forward to reach another painting; the same protocol 987
was used throughout the environment. The participants were instructed to look at 988
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each painting along with the details of the music. Also they were told that they 989
would be later asked to anticipate which painting was going to appear next. To 990
meet a criterion, the participants had to guess nine paintings correctly twice in a 991
succession. After completing the first fly-through, they were asked whether they felt 992
confident enough to complete a task i.e. to recall the images in correct order. If they 993
did not feel confident enough, the experimenter would reset the environment from 994
start point until the participant completed the task successfully. The participant had 995
to recall each painting by saying the name of the artists, the title of the painting or 996
by describing the themes of the images. 997
For the first test, all nine paintings including the artists’ name and the title 998
were presented randomly on a desk. The participants were asked to place them 999
in historical chronological order, the order in which they were displayed during 1000
training. The participant was then asked to place the name and the title of the 1001
corresponding music in chronological order on a desk. For the final part of the 1002
experiment, the experimenter instructed the participants to match the music details 1003
along with the name and the title of the images. The experimenter marked the order 1004
of the music as well as the paintings. There was no time limit to perform this task. 1005
The whole procedure would typically take about 4–5 min to complete. 1006
The dependent measures of the present study were: the number of correct images 1007
placed in chronological order; the total number of error made; the number of passes 1008
until the learning criterion was met; the amount of information remembered in 1009
three testing conditions (correct chronological order in music, placing paintings 1010
and matching music and paintings together); ability to place items in an orderly 1011
chronological sequence, assessed using a REM score. 1012
Analysis of the variables showed that the REM picture measurement was 1013
significant, F(2,22) D 3.98, p < .05. The REM music variable showed no sig- 1014
nificant difference between conditions, p > .05. REM music and pictures also 1015
showed that there was no significant difference between control and experimental 1016
groups. However, the Tries variable revealed that condition differed significantly, 1017
F(2,22) D 7.087, p < .05. The REM picture variable showed that there was a 1018
significant difference obtained between VE and PowerPoint groups suggesting that 1019
VE trained participants made fewer errors when they were tested on placing pictures 1020
in order, p < .05. 1021
Contrary to hypothesis, when the additional variable was added—music— 1022
participants’ performances varied but were not universally enhanced. Not all 1023
information was equally well remembered. Clearly, the addition of music might 1024
have distracted and detracted from the learning of the art materials. While placing 1025
pictures in order benefitted, other variables failed to yield any significant differences. 1026
A very surprising aspect of the study was that participants who were exposed to the 1027
VE condition required more passes compared to the PowerPoint condition to reach 1028
criterion. 1029
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6.2 Experiment Twelve: Can Undergraduate Students Acquire 1030
Knowledge Effectively in Three Domains Simultaneously 1031
Using a VE with Three Parallel Timelines? 1032
The final experiment dealt with a two dimensional time structure situated in time- 1033
space, rather than a mere line with attached objects. Spatial memory systems 1034
are distinct but interacting [37]. Multiple cues and landmarks can be used as 1035
navigational aids that allow the formation of organizational relationships with other 1036
points in space [38]. Thus people acquire knowledge about a route by seeing objects 1037
sequentially [37], that can be encoded in relation to other locations rather than from 1038
a particular stand point [29, 39]. The spatial relationship between objects is durable 1039
and can remain stable over a long period of time; it can encompass large complex, 1040
vivid and detailed spaces [29, 40–42]. We wanted to know whether presenting events 1041
in a triple timeline structure would take better advantage of spatial memory than did 1042
a single line. 1043
A previous study using a nine item fly-through showed that undergraduate 1044
participants benefited significantly from learning about the history of an imaginary 1045
planet by using VEs, when exposed (without challenge) to just one timeline 1046
(Experiment Two, above). A further series of studies working with primary school 1047
children also showed the benefit of using VEs, especially when children had 1048
adequate time to explore the environment and when challenged by using a game 1049
format. In the present study a different form of environment was used, incorporating 1050
12 items in three different timelines, history of psychology, general history, and 1051
art. Participants were given more time to explore the VE (over a 2 week period) 1052
after which they were asked to return and participate in a series of tests. From 1053
previous research, and experiments above, it was evident that longer exposure to 1054
the environment improves participants’ performance in the short term; despite some 1055
authors having exposed participants to virtual environments for only a few minutes 1056
[43] the acquisition of spatial information from very large scale virtual environments 1057
has been said by others to require a considerable period of time [44]. 1058
Twenty-seven participants (21F, 6M) took part, fourteen in the VE group (4M, 1059
10F) and thirteen in the Booklet group (2M, 11F). They were randomly selected 1060
from a Year 1 university student population. It was ascertained that they did not 1061
have specialist knowledge in advance of any area covered by the timelines beyond 1062
a Year 1 knowledge of Psychology. Their average age was 24 years. 1063
A triple timeline VE visualisation was used. The same materials (images and 1064
information) were used to produce three booklets (in A4 format with coloured 1065
images) were produced. Events in the three domains—psychology, general history, 1066
and art—were matched according to the year in which they occurred (Fig. 9). 1067
Participants were asked to read a brief introduction to the study which specified 1068
what they needed to do. Participants were randomly divided into two groups, one 1069
(experimental group) that was exposed to the VE and another (control group) who 1070
worked with a paper version of the environment designed in a booklet format. 1071
The VE group received training that consisted of passing through the environment 1072
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Fig. 9 The three-timeline environment representing History of Psychology, History of Art and
General History (Experiment Twelve)
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together with the researcher, who ensured that the participant knew how to operate 1073
(load, run and fly through) the environment. After the training procedure was 1074
complete, the participant was asked to take the environment home (or they were 1075
sent it as an e-mail attachment) where he/she could explore it in greater detail 1076
at their leisure. The latter was strongly emphasized by the researcher. Also, the 1077
researcher pointed out that all information presented in the environment should 1078
be considered, as if the participant was being asked to revise for an examination. 1079
The control (booklet) group was effectively given the same task, but asked to learn 1080
the materials in the three timelines by using three separate booklets depicting the 1081
same historical events as presented in the VE. A similar amount of time was spent 1082
with controls, explaining the booklets and required procedure, as was spent with the 1083
VE group explaining the fly-through. All participants were provided with a chart, 1084
on which they had to log the number of hours they had spent working with the 1085
materials (VE or booklet). The participants were asked to return after 2 weeks for a 1086
testing stage, although the objectives of the test were not disclosed in advance. The 1087
testing stage, for both groups, consisted of four parts. In Test 1, the participants had 1088
to recall the items learnt in their condition, but not in any particular order. In Test 2, 1089
they had to place events presented in a selected timeline in the correct chronological 1090
order. The same procedure was repeated for each component timeline. In Test 3, 1091
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Fig. 10 REMcom: Mean REM scores for each domain/timeline when the three were tested
together (a art, p psychology, g general history) (Experiment Twelve)
participants had to place together the events that took place in the three domains, 1092
i.e., History of Art, History of Psychology and General History, simultaneously. 1093
Finally, a questionnaire was designed to investigate whether participants could relate 1094
one timeline to another, and whether simultaneity could be identified between the 1095
events in the timelines. For instance, one of the questions asked: “What happened 1096
in the History of Psychology when event X occurred in the History of Art?” 1097
The independent variables in the present study were the domain (art, psychology, 1098
general history), condition (Virtual Environment versus Booklets), and the gender 1099
of participants. 1100
Fourteen dependent variables were measured: six revealed a significant statistical 1101
difference between the two groups. The VE group performed better in terms of cor- 1102
rect recall of list positions for all three timelines (Figs. 10, 11, and 12). Participants 1103
from the Virtual group could also answer more questions correctly than controls. To- 1104
tal items correctly remembered, across all three timelines, approached significance. 1105
The VE group performed much better overall than controls in terms of their ability 1106
to relate together the events occurring simultaneously in the three timelines. 1107
There was no difference between the groups in terms of the amount of time they 1108
spent in studying the materials, either reading the booklets or learning the materials 1109
from the VE. On average the two groups spent 3 h on the activities prescribed by 1110
the researcher. 1111
This study differed from its predecessors in that a VE group was compared only 1112
with a group learning from a booklet, though using a booklet to learn historical 1113
materials is a suitable control since it resembles the materials often used in teaching. 1114
Participants were given much longer familiarization periods, to encourage the use 1115
of spatial encoding and the memorizing of materials rather like learning the layout 1116
of a small town when making daily trips through its streets. 1117
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Fig. 11 Mean number of correctly placed items for each domain/timeline when tested indepen-
dently (a art, p psychology, g general history) (Experiment Twelve)
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Fig. 12 The total number of items recalled across all three timelines in Test 4 by two groups
(Experiment Twelve)
The results suggest that this protocol was successful. They consistently showed 1118
that using a VE gave significantly better performance than learning from a booklet. 1119
Six variables showed a statistically significant difference between the two groups, 1120
demonstrating the effectiveness of a VE, at least for this undergraduate age group. 1121
The amount of information to be remembered was substantial, in total 36 items to 1122
remember, with dates and textual information, yet still VE participants remembered 1123
more than their counterparts using booklets. According to the verbal reports of VE 1124
participants, the most important factor that helped them was their ability to connect 1125
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events with each other—to see a structure and a point of reference, being able to 1126
look across the three timelines, suggesting in turn that they were genuinely using a 1127
“survey” form of cognitive representation (c.f. [11, 38]). This may be explained in 1128
terms of the fact that initially VE participants, unlike booklet participants, were ex- 1129
posed to the three timelines simultaneously, movement in virtual space giving them 1130
a better experience of time-space, allowing them to change their position fluently 1131
in relation to landmarks, historical images, and facts. As for the control group, they 1132
were limited in performing these activities in the sense that they could not easily 1133
visualise which historical facts happened simultaneously. For them the information 1134
that they were asked to memorize was presented with items isolated from each other, 1135
so lacking a sense of historical coherence, structure and organization. The result of 1136
the present study strongly suggests that VE visualisations of time have potential 1137
for further investigation, because although only three timelines were used in the 1138
present study, there is no reason why a more elaborate spatial environment could not 1139
encompass many timelines and a quantity of information similar to that remembered 1140
(as buildings, streets, squares) in a familiar town. 1141
7 Concluding Discussion 1142
This research has generated interesting but challenging results. It started from a 1143
naı¨ve hypothesis, that just moving past events presented as pictures and other 1144
markers placed spatially in a virtual environment would instil these as places in 1145
users’ spatial-temporal memory and make them memorable in correct order. The 1146
hypothesis, although naı¨ve, still proved to be a good starting point, being plausible 1147
from previous work in which VEs have successfully conveyed spatial information. 1148
The results overall have suggested that the technology could be developed in such 1149
a way as to be valuable for specific purposes if used in the correct ways, but there 1150
are still questions over the effect of the users’ age. Indeed the most striking finding, 1151
one which may turn out to be applicable to other forms of visualisation, concerns 1152
the effect of the age of the users. As we have seen, this is not a story of increase or 1153
decrease with age: the youngest and oldest participants performed better than those 1154
in between. 1155
As we move around a real world environment, even at first visit to a new 1156
location, it seems as though we more or less effortlessly store some model of 1157
the place/space, and can remember other information with the assistance of that 1158
model. From our experiments, it seems that simply encountering events in time 1159
modelled as a spatialised environment does not have the same ‘automatic’ benefits. 1160
We have shown that we often had to cajole our participants using in-built game-like 1161
challenges (though these were also introduced across the other conditions) in order 1162
to produce significant gain. 1163
An unresolved question is whether the spatial visualisation we were using 1164
carried all the potential benefits of experienced spatiality. This might be part of 1165
the explanation of our failure to get the effects associated with learning the layout 1166
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of a real place. Although earlier work had shown that VE models of physical places 1167
seem to be learned in similar ways to real places, important cues may be missing 1168
when the user merely sits at a monitor navigating a virtual space. Further work is 1169
needed to discover what benefits for a similar domain might arise from (1) using 1170
immersive VE technologies in place of the screen and (2) harnessing the physicality 1171
of movement and proprioception as discussed for example by Price and Rogers [45]. 1172
It might be expected that an environment having a variety of engaging and ‘real- 1173
istic’ features would promote the greatest learning, especially where the motivation 1174
of young children is concerned. However, when a more complex environment was 1175
used that included many animations and sounds, primary school children appeared 1176
to be distracted and consequently did not gain as much historical information as 1177
expected and, when tested, they showed no improvement in retaining information 1178
compared to other conditions. There is thus no evidence of benefit from ‘decorative’ 1179
motivational objects and experiences in the environment. Indeed, deciding for any 1180
given visualisation which aspects are ‘necessary’ or functional in itself requires 1181
investigation. In the domain of charts and similar visualisations there is unresolved 1182
controversy over the question of ‘chart-junk’ [46, 47], a concept analogous to some 1183
of the features we introduced into timelines here. 1184
Some prominent questions raised therefore include: 1185
1. To what extent are the findings of the research reported here, in particular relating 1186
to age-related difference, generalizable to other domains, users and formats? 1187
2. What more can be discovered about the benefits and drawbacks of non-functional 1188
elements in diagrammatic visualisations? 1189
3. More fundamentally, how can we define the borderline between those aspects of 1190
a visualisation which are strictly functional and those which are ‘decorative’? 1191
4. Would the results be different if the users’ encounter with the VEs was immer- 1192
sive, using, for example, head-mounted displays with stereoscopic viewing? 1193
Further work is also needed on the dynamic relation of the user to the visualisa- 1194
tion. We explained that we constrained the movement of the user following the pilot 1195
studies. Work is needed to explore the most favourable kinds of allowable movement 1196
and constraints. 1197
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